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Chapter V 

Conclusions and Suggestion 

 This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion as the final result of 

this research entitled “Racial Discrimination in Tate Taylor’s Movie “The Help”, 

consider to the data analysis and data interpretation in the previous chapter.  

Conclusion 

I can conclude that,as follows “The Help” movie is tells the life of black 

maid as working in white house. This movie gives us lot knowledge about racial 

discrimination in around 1960s because this movie shows how the racial 

discrimination happened to black people work as maid in white house. 

Based on the explanation in previous chapter, “The Help” movie shows a 

lot of racial discrimination that white people did to black people. There are 17 

conversations contain racial discriminations that did to black people, 2 scenes that 

contain racial discrimination in public facilities. 17 data findings divided into 4 

parts such as 7 data findings contains racial discrimination in separation of 

bathroom, 1 data finding contain racial discrimination in the bus, 8 data findings 

contains racial discrimination in social interaction, and 1 data finding contain 

racial discrimination in descent.  

Mostly, in the data of finding and based on my analysis of this movie, I 

can conclude also, the bathroom is major issues of racial discrimination that did to 

black people. White people especially Hilly Holbrook think black people spread a 

disease, so it makes reason for white people to build a separate bathroom for black 

people. Not only have that, many racial discrimination showed in various kinds. 
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The racial discrimination happened in the public place like sitting separation in 

the bus, different door for come in to movie theatre, taxi just for the white, the 

white did not used same church with black people and so on. The racial 

discrimination also seen in some words, such as nigger, nigra, colored people, 

and colored, where those words means black people. The racial discrimination 

that happened to black based on the laws in that time. The law is Jim Crow Laws, 

where it talks about segregation or distinguish white and black people in 

everything.  

Watched and analyzing this movie does not inform there is racial 

discrimination, but also, in this movie, black people give struggle to white people 

for the discrimination happened to black people. Book “The Help” show the 

struggle of black people against the racial discrimination. The struggle makes 

black people get what they should get as human like white people.  

 

Suggestion  

This research is to enrich the knowledge about literature especially movie. 

Giving out knowledge about racial discrimination is happened to our life. So, this 

research make us know racial discrimination is negative attitude and forbidden in 

our culture. With this movie, I hope this research make us appreciate anyone in 

our society even if they different with us. Hopefully, this research, can gives 

information and guidance for others researcher, to make a better research than this 

and I hope for readers can give suggestion for improvement the next study.    
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